
Closet

This stunning walk-in closet lends subtle structure 
that spotlights any wardrobe. Corner shelves, racks, 
and rods keep your shirts, shoes, scarves, and purses 
in perfect order. Built-in hutch hides or highlights 
your belongings beautifully. A wardrobe valet 
extends to show off tomorrow’s ensemble.

ClosetCloset

Durable and kid-safe, ORG storage solutions 
grow from toddler to teen. Adjustable shelves, 
rods, and cubbies offer a fun, practical alternative 
to chaos. Wire baskets round up stray bears, 
balls, or art supplies. 

Get your teen organized from wardrobe to  
workspace. A lifetime of creativity starts at this  
simple desk fit for homework, web-surfing or  
artistic endeavor. ORGwall and the hooks and 
racks it supports place prized possessions within 
eyeshot and arm’s reach.

ORG offers a complete line of home organization solutions for closets, pantries, 
basements, laundry rooms, garages, home offices, and more. Authorized ORG 
dealers provide design services, organization advice, and professional installation. 
Visit www.HomeORG.com for more information.

We are proud to print our literature on Forest 
Stewardship Council-certified paper. 
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HOME ORGANIZATION SOLUTIONS
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a retreat for your tops and trousers...

a way to see it all before suiting up...

a cache of conveniences...

a peaceful place to start your day...

with plenty of room to expand your look

Shown in White.

Shown in White.



Start the day on a beautifully organized note.  
Defined by choice of finish, handsome hardware,  
and architectural detail, this closet lends structure  
to any wardrobe—and home decor. Custom wood 
veneer cabinetry provides the perfect place for 
every hat, bag, suit, or sweater.

This walk-in closet is as handsome as it is hard- 
working. Its island, hutch, and shelves welcome an 
extensive wardrobe.  

Closet Closet

In tastefully coordinated finishes, this tailored dressing room 
displays your wardrobe in high fashion. Admire your attire 
or unwind after a busy day in a corner nook with a built-in 
bench and mirror. Tall enclaves accommodate dresses and 
double rows of slacks, suits, and shirts. Rows of shelves store 
a selection of shoes, sweaters, and bags. 

Turn a reach-in closet into a powerhouse of storage.  
Rods, racks, baskets, drawers, and shelves bring a level  
of order that’s hard to hide behind closed doors.

Transform an ordinary closet into an 
elegant retreat for you, your things,  
and your lifestyle.

Pull it together—your workday and weekend wear, 
trophies and awards, gadgets and good luck charms—
in this staging area for a civilized start. Shelves hold up 
to heavy-duty display. Drawers bring order to socks, 
shirts, sweaters, and more. Shoes store neatly on easily 
accessible shelves.
 
It’s all in the details. A compact ironing board swivels 
out for a quick press. A mirror retracts out of sight 
when not in use. Roll-out wire baskets hold laundry 
and linens. 

Top shown in Chateau and Heritage Maple. Bottom shown in Candlelight. Shown in Mocha. Top shown in Taos Cherry veneer. Bottom in Light Cherry.


